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Abstract
The measurement of true progress in mul-
tihop question-answering has been muddled
by the strong ability of models to exploit ar-
tifacts and other reasoning shortcuts. Mod-
els can produce the correct answer, and even
independently identify the supporting facts,
without necessarily connecting the informa-
tion between the facts. This defeats the pur-
pose of building multihop QA datasets. We
make three contributions towards address-
ing this issue. First, we formalize this form
of disconnected reasoning and propose con-
trastive support sufficiency as a better test of
multifact reasoning. To this end, we intro-
duce an automated sufficiency-based dataset
transformation that considers all possible
partitions of supporting facts, capturing dis-
connected reasoning. Second, we develop
a probe to measure how much can a model
cheat (via non-multifact reasoning) on exist-
ing tests and our sufficiency test. Third, we
conduct experiments using a transformer-
based model (XLNet), demonstrating that
the sufficiency transform not only reduces
the amount of non-multifact reasoning in
this model by 6.5% but is also harder to
cheat—a non-multifact model sees a 20.8%
(absolute) reduction in score compared to
previous metrics.
1 Introduction
Multi-hop question answering broadly refers to
the task of answering question by taking mul-
tiple inference steps. We focus on the read-
ing comprehension setting, which involves aggre-
gating and synthesizing information from multi-
ple facts present in the input context, which we
refer to as multifact reasoning. Recent stud-
ies have shown that such multi-hop reading-
comprehension datasets have unintended biases
and artifacts (e.g., shortcuts based on answer type)
Which country got independence when the cold war started?
Supporting
 Facts (SF)
The war started in 1950.
The cold war started in 1947.
France finally got its independence.
India got independence from UK in 1947.
30 countries were involved in World War 2.
Set of Facts
India
    Non-Multifact Reasoning
Answer
India
Sim
ple C
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Input
Output
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No Interaction
Figure 1: Non-multifact Reasoning: Models can find
the answer and the necessary supporting facts without
using any meaningful synthesis of information of the
supporting facts – i.e. without any interaction between
facts. E.g. A non-multifact model could identify the
blue supporting fact ( ) since it is the only fact men-
tioning cold war. Independently, it could find the cor-
rect answer by selecting the only country getting inde-
pendence with associated time (India) and hence find
the red supporting fact ( ).
that allow models to find correct answers by sim-
ply exploiting reasoning shortcuts, without using
interaction between any two supposedly necessary
facts (Min et al., 2019; Chen and Durrett, 2019).
Consequently, models can achieve high scores on
multi-hop dataset leaderboards using mostly non-
multifact reasoning strategies, which muddles the
progress of multifact reasoning research.
To address this shortcoming, we introduce a
general-purpose characterization of non-multifact
reasoning and a model-agnostic way to measure it.
What is non-multifact reasoning? Informally,
it refers to arriving at an answer without a mean-
ingful synthesis of information from all support-
ing facts, by exploiting biases or other artifacts in
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the dataset. Consider the simple multifact exam-
ple in Figure 1, which requires a synthesis of in-
formation from two supporting facts mentioned in
the input text (marked with a star). However, since
only two countries are mentioned as getting inde-
pendence, and of those only one with an associ-
ated notion of time, a model can take a shortcut
to correctly answer this question—and even iden-
tify the fact containing the answer ( )—without
having to connect with the information in the other
supporting fact ( ) via year 1947. Similarly, the
model can also identify the second supporting fact
in isolation, since it is the only fact in the context
mentioning the cold war.
This type of disconnected reasoning is undesir-
able as it allows a model to both identify support-
ing facts and correctly answer a multifact reason-
ing question without any meaningful synthesis of
information in the supporting facts. More gener-
ally, for a question that requires k supporting facts,
a model can get away with only connecting infor-
mation within some subsets of the k facts, but not
connecting information across these subsets.
How can we test multifact reasoning? Prior
work introduced support identification—locating
the facts that support the answer—as an additional
test to deter such disconnected reasoning. How-
ever, as we described earlier, it is possible for mod-
els to independently locate supporting facts by us-
ing lexical overlap and cues such as answer type
and question context. On the other hand, if it is
not guaranteed that the input contains all of the
necessary facts, then the model cannot simply rely
on finding the most related facts independently—it
becomes important to also check whether the cho-
sen facts actually connect well with each other.
Based on this observation, we design a new con-
trastive support sufficiency test, which checks the
behavior of a model under two contrasting types of
input for each question: sufficient context, where
the input has all the supporting facts, and insuf-
ficient contexts where the input is missing some
of the supporting facts.1 The test asks the model
to assert whether the given input context has all
of the supporting facts. Additionally, since we
do not know how a model is internally perform-
1Ignoring the contrastive aspect of our mechanism, this
sufficiency check is similar in spirit to the notion of answer-
able questions in SQuAD 2.0 where models must decide if
the text has the information needed to answer a question (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2018).
ing this disconnected reasoning, our test consid-
ers all partitions of the supporting facts. A model
is deemed as passing the sufficiency test if it is
able to correctly determine sufficiency for all con-
trastive instance groups. This forms our trans-
formed dataset which can notably be generated
automatically from any support-annotated multi-
fact dataset.
How can we measure non-multifact reasoning?
We can detect disconnected reasoning in a model
by checking its behavior on partial contexts (con-
taining only a subset of supporting facts). In par-
ticular, for all tests discussed so far including suf-
ficiency, we can measure how much of a model’s
score on the test could have been achieved via dis-
connected reasoning. We formalize this notion
into a condition for identifying non-multifact rea-
soning, and derive corresponding probes that can
measure how much can a model cheat (via non-
multifact reasoning) on answer prediction, support
identification, and sufficiency prediction tests.
We apply the test and probes to the HotpotQA
dataset (Yang et al., 2018) and evaluate a strong
QA model based on the XLNet transformer archi-
tecture (Yang et al., 2019). The results demon-
strate several benefits of our proposed Contrastive
Support Sufficiency test: (i) it is a better estimate
of progress on multi-hop reasoning, with model
scores dropping by 8.6% (absolute) under this test;
(ii) it reduces the amount of non-multifact reason-
ing in the XLNet QA model by 6.5% (measured by
our probe); and (iii) it is less amenable to discon-
nected reasoning, with the score of a non-multifact
model dropping by 20.8% under this test.
2 Related Work
Multi-hop Reasoning: Many multifact reason-
ing approaches have been proposed for HotpotQA
and other multi-hop reasoning datasets (Mihaylov
et al., 2018; Khot et al., 2020). These models
use iterative fact selection (Nishida et al., 2019;
Tu et al., 2020) or graph neural networks (Xiao
et al., 2019; Fang et al., 2019; Tu et al., 2020) in
an attempt to capture the interactions between the
paragraphs. While these approaches have pushed
state-of-the-art, it is unclear whether the underly-
ing models are making any progress on the prob-
lem of multifact reasoning.
Identifying Dataset Artifacts: Several previ-
ous works have identified dataset artifacts in NLP
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datasets, which can be misused by models to cheat
on the datasets. (Gururangan et al., 2018) showed
that natural language inference datasets have a
bias that allows them to predict the entailment
class only with the hypothesis. (Feng et al., 2018)
showed that reading comprehension models often
predict the same answer even after the question
is reduced to only a couple of tokens. Recently,
(Sugawara et al., 2019) introduced ablations like
removing the word order information from read-
ing comprehension datasets, and found the models
still perform well on these datasets after removing
crucial information that would be required by hu-
mans to answer the question. Our NMF probing
method can be thought of as ablating the informa-
tion specifically related to the skill of multi-fact
reasoning showing how solvable the dataset is with
the given model without multi-fact reasoning.
Specifically for multi-hop reasoning, recent
works have shown that multi-hop QA datasets
don’t necessarily require multi-hop reason-
ing (Min et al., 2019; Chen and Durrett, 2019)
or multi-hop support selection (Groeneveld et al.,
2020). They show that models processing only
one paragraph or sentence at a time can perform
reasonably well on HotpotQA dataset. We,
on the other hand, provide a model-agnostic
automatically generated probing dataset, that can
be applied on any model to estimate the perfor-
mance attributable to non-multi-fact reasoning.
Unlike prior work, we systematically analyzed
the cheatability of both answer and support
identification.
Mitigation of Dataset Artifacts: For reading
comprehension tasks, several methods have been
proposed to mitigate the dataset shortcuts. Jia
and Liang (2017) showed that adding adversar-
ially created distracting text to the context pre-
vents models from taking some of the superficial
shortcuts. A similar method was also applied to
HotpotQA to add automatically constructed dis-
tracting paragraph (Jiang and Bansal, 2019) that
would lead a non-multifact model to the wrong an-
swer. We note that these text perturbation methods
are complementary to our sufficiency-based parti-
tions.
Rajpurkar et al. (2018) proposed a mix of an-
swerable and unanswerable questions to make the
models avoid superficial reasoning. Using unan-
swerable questions for making reading compre-
hension more comprehensive has been suggested
in (Gardner et al., 2019) as well. Unlike previ-
ous approaches with no support, we specifically
focus on (automatically) creating unanswerable
multi-hop questions by providing partial support.
Apart from training more robust models, we use
these partial support examples to also measure
the amount of non-multifact reasoning in current
models.
Few recent works (Lin et al., 2019; Gardner
et al., 2020) have proposed to evaluate NLP sys-
tems by generating closely similar (contrastive)
examples of instances. Our grouped set of in-
stances can be thought of as automatically gener-
ated contrastive examples specifically for avoiding
non-multi-hop reasoning artifact in datasets.
3 Tests for Multifact Reasoning
For the rest of this work, we assume a multifact
reading comprehension setting where the input is a
questionQ along with a context C, which consists
of a set of facts, containing all supporting facts
Fs ⊆ C with ∣Fs∣ ≥ 2.
A good multifact reasoning is one where infor-
mation from all supporting facts is meaningfully
synthesized to arrive at the answer. While we have
an intuitive understanding of what a meaningful
synthesis might mean, it depends on the seman-
tics of the facts being combined and is difficult to
define in a precise way. This makes it challeng-
ing to devise a measurable test of multifact rea-
soning. Nevertheless, previous work has identified
two natural prediction tasks as approximate tests:
Answer Prediction Test: Since arriving at the
correct answer supposedly requires synthe-
sizing information from multiple facts, an-
swer prediction is itself a test of multifact rea-
soning: Given (Q, C) as input, output A.
Support Identification Test: As noted earlier,
models can often cheat their way out of the
above test by using shortcuts to arrive at the
correct answer, even without consulting all
supporting facts. To catch such undesirable
behaviour, having models identify all sup-
porting facts has been proposed as a stronger
test: Given (Q, C) as input, output Fs.
However, dataset biases and artifacts allow
models to pass even the second test without mean-
ingfully combining information from all support-
ing facts. As we explain in this section, a key issue
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is the guarantee of sufficient information present
in the provided context, i.e., Fs is guaranteed to
be always present in C. Models can often use this
guarantee to reduce the task of support identifica-
tion to that of identifying subsets of Fs indepen-
dently, without any meaningful interaction across
these subsets, which defies the purpose of the test.
We illustrate this issue using an example.
Consider the question in Figure 1. Here, a
model can cheat on the Answer Prediction test by
searching for a fact in C that mentions a coun-
try getting its independence. Doing this correctly
is not completely straightforward as there are two
such facts. However, the model can use the overall
context of Q to prefer one that also has a notion
of time. This will correctly point to the red sup-
porting fact ( ), and hence India as the answer,
without consulting any other fact.
Second, the model can also cheat on the Sup-
port Identification test as follows. It can break Q
up into simpler constituents, namely, Q1 about a
country getting independence and Q2 about the
year a war started. It can use Q2 to identify
the blue fact ( ) as the preferred one that most
closely matches the context of Q. This can be
done without any reference to the other red sup-
porting fact ( ). This, per se, is not a problem—
it is reasonable (in fact common) for a model to
be able to locate supporting facts relevant to some
constituents of a larger question without taking
other supporting facts into account. What’s not
fine, however, is to be able to do this for all sup-
porting facts. In this example, the model can also
use Q1 and the overall context of Q as before to
identify the red fact ( ), without reference to the
other blue supporting fact ( ). This results in dis-
connected reasoning, where both of the supporting
facts are identified without reference to the other.
We observe that the model was able to take the
above shortcut in part because sufficient support is
guaranteed to be present in C. This allowed the
model to search for the most relevant fact (a rank-
ing problem) for each constituentQ1 andQ2 inde-
pendently, without taking into account the desired
interaction that year 1947 is what makes the two
facts connect together.
To understand this better, consider what would
happen if sufficient support was not guaranteed.
Suppose the blue fact ( ) is removed from C to
obtain a partial context C ′. This is illustrated in
the last row of Figure 2, in which the supporting
Support Facts
Identification Test
Contrastive Support
Sufficiency Test Labels
Labels
connect?
connect?
connect?
Output Output
has red? & has blue?
Output Output
has red? & has blue?
has red? & has blue?
Figure 2: Transformation of a question for contrastive
support sufficiency evaluation. Top-Left: An original
instance, with annotation on the right denoting red ( )
and ( ) supporting facts. Bottom-Left: Its transfor-
mation into a group of 3 instances, one with sufficient
context and two with insufficient context, with annota-
tion on the right denoting context sufficiency. Right:
Behavior of good vs bad models on original vs trans-
formed dataset. A good multifact model would realize
that the potentially relevant facts are not sufficient (do
not connect) whereas a bad model would find poten-
tially relevant facts and assume that there is sufficient
information.
blue fact ( ) is crossed out. We expect a good
model to behave differently under contexts C and
C
′. However, since the above cheating model did
not rely on the blue fact ( ) to produce India as
the answer (and also identify the red fact ( ))
with context C, it will continue to do the same for
context C ′ as well. Further, for the second sup-
porting fact, it would choose the next best match-
ing fact, namely the light blue ( ) one, which
also indicates the start of a war and thus appears
to be a reasonable choice. This is illustrated on
the bottom-right of Figure 2. Without considering
interaction between the two identified facts ( and
), this model would not realize that the light blue
fact ( ) does not fit well with the red fact ( ) be-
cause of the mismatch in the year (1950 vs. 1947),
and the two together are thus insufficient to answer
Q.
A disconnected reasoning model would thus
continue to behave similarly under contexts C and
C
′, still producing the same answer and what it be-
lieves are two supporting facts, even if the context
is insufficient. On the other hand, a proper multi-
fact model would be able to recognize the lack of
sufficient information and thus behave differently
under C and C ′. This observation motivates our
new ‘contrastive’ test, described next.
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3.1 Contrastive Support Sufficiency Test
The key idea behind our proposed test is the fol-
lowing: if a model cheats under the full context by
identifying proper subsets Fs1 and Fs2 of Fs in-
dependently, without any meaningful interaction
across these subsets, then it should not be able to
confidently tell whether Fs1 itself provides suffi-
cient information to answerQ. We can test for this
by evaluating the model with only Fs1 as the con-
text and asking it to predict whether the provided
context is sufficient to arrive at the answer. More
generally, as long as facts in Fs are not duplicated
inC \Fs, we can use any contextC ′ ⊂ C that con-
tains Fs1 but not Fs2 as a support sufficiency test
case. This is illustrated in the bottom two rows of
Figure 2, where the ‘red’ fact and the ‘blue’ fact
have been removed, respectively.
Accordingly, our contrastive support sufficiency
test2 checks the behavior of a model under two
contrasting conditions, sufficient context and in-
sufficient context. When given (Q,C ′) as input
for some context C ′ ⊆ C, the model must output
1 if Fs ⊆ C ′, and output 0 otherwise (i.e., when
Fs \ C ′ is non-empty). We can create many in-
sufficient context test cases, by excluding different
subsets of Fs. A model is deemed to pass the suffi-
ciency test for Q if and only if it makes the correct
sufficiency prediction for every sufficient and in-
sufficient context test case thus generated for Q.
Intuitively, passing the contrastive support suf-
ficiency test for Q suggests that there is no bi-
partition {Fs1, Fs2} of Fs for which the model
considers the two subsets in isolation from each
other when operating on (Q,C). That is, when
reasoning with any partition, it relies on at least
one fact outside that partition. It must thus be com-
bining information from all facts together.3,4
3.2 Contrastive Support Sufficiency
Transform
Leveraging ideas behind the above test, we
introduce an automated dataset transformation
2For brevity, we sometimes abbreviate it as simply the suf-
ficiency test in the rest of the paper.
3We say the test suggests this conclusion, rather than guar-
antees it, because the behavior of the model with partial con-
text C ′ ⊂ C may not necessarily be qualitatively identical to
its behavior with full context C.
4The test focuses on detecting cases where a model does
not combine information from all facts in Fs. Whether the
manner in which the information is combined is semantically
meaningful or interesting is beyond the scope of this test.
method, named Contrastive Support Sufficiency
Transform, denoted T. This transformation can
be applied to any multifact reading comprehen-
sion dataset D = {(Qi, Ci;Ai)}Ni=1 that has all
necessary and sufficient supporting facts F is anno-
tated in the context Ci of each Qi. For brevity, let
q
i denote the i-th instance, (Qi, Ci;Ai). The re-
sult of the transformation is a dataset T(D) where
each original qi is transformed into a group of
sufficient and insufficient context instances T(q),
as described shortly and illustrated in Figure 2.
T(D) thus has N groups of instances.
Further, for each performance metric m(⋅) of
interest in the original dataset (e.g., answer accu-
racy, support identification accuracy, etc.), there is
now a corresponding grouped metric m∧(⋅) that
operates in a conjunctive fashion at the instance
group level. For example, if m(q) captures an-
swer accuracy for q and T(q) denotes the group
of questions from transforming q, then m∧(q) =∏q′∈T(q)m(q′) captures whether the entire group
was answered correctly.
Our probes in Section 5 will reveal a key advan-
tage of this transformation: T(D) is less suscepti-
bility to shortcuts thanD. This in turn incentivizes
models to learn to perform proper multifact rea-
soning, resulting in a higher fraction of correctly
answered questions being attributable to multifact
reasoning (Section 6).
To ensure the transformation does not intro-
duce artifacts such as context length bias, we use
the following procedure to create instance groups.
Similar to the constrastive support sufficiency test,
the transformation of q = (Q,C;A) ∈ D in-
volves two types of instances, those with sufficient
context and those with insufficient context. Let
Fs ⊂ C with ∣Fs∣ ≥ 2 denote the set of sufficient
supporting facts for answering Q, as before, and
Fd = C \ Fs be the set of other (non-supporting
or distracting) facts present in the context. Let
F
′
d ⊂ Fd be a fixed subset of ∣Fd∣− ∣Fs∣+ 1 other
facts in the context.5 The significance of this set
size, which is simply ∣Fd∣−1 when ∣Fs∣ = 2, will
become apparent shortly.
The transformed instance group T(q) for q
includes a single sufficient context instance for(Q,C), created using C ′ = Fs ∪ F ′d as the input
context and Lsuff = 1 as the output label. Since
the context is sufficient to answer the question, we
also expect the model to output the correct an-
5We choose F ′d uniformly at random.
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swer and supporting facts. Accordingly, we in-
clude these as output labels, to use for Answer Pre-
diction and Support Identification tests if desired.
This results in the instance:
(Q,Fs ∪ F ′d; Lans=A,Lsupp=Fs, Lsuff=1) (1)
For ∣Fs∣ = 2, this is illustrated as the 1st instance
in the group at the bottom of Figure 2.
Next, let Fs1 ⊂ Fs, Fs1 ≠ φ be any non-empty
but proper (and hence insufficient) subset of all
supporting facts; Fs1 contains a single fact when∣Fs∣ = 2. Let Fr1 ⊆ Fd \ F ′d be a fixed set of re-
placement facts such that ∣Fs1∣ + ∣Fr1∣ = ∣Fs∣, a
property we use to normalize for context length.6
Note that our choice of the size of F ′d above allows∣Fr1∣ to be as large as ∣Fs∣ − 1, and larger Fr1
generally results in more difficult instances. The
transformed instance group T(q) includes the fol-
lowing insufficient context instances created using
Fs1 ∪ Fr1 ∪ F
′
d as the input context and Lsuff = 0
as the output label:7
(Q,Fs1 ∪ Fr1 ∪ F ′d; Lsuff=0) for all Fs1 (2)
Since there isn’t sufficient information in the con-
text, we do not care what the model outputs for
the answer and supporting sentences. This yields
2
∣Fs∣ − 2 insufficient context instances, which is
simply 2 when ∣Fs∣ = 2, as illustrated by the
2nd and 3rd instances in the group at the bottom
of Figure 2. Importantly, the choices of the set
sizes above ensure that each insufficient context
Fs1 ∪ Fr1 ∪ F
′
d has precisely the same number of
facts as each sufficient context Fs ∪ F
′
d, thereby
avoiding any unintended context length bias.
This turns each instance q ∈ D into a group
T(q) of 2∣Fs∣ − 1 transformed instances in T(D).
Grouped metrics m∧(⋅) operate in a conjunctive
fashion over these groups, capturing whether a
model behaves as desired on the entire group.
6We choose Fr1 uniformly at random from Fd \ F ′d. One
could alternatively choose facts from Fd \ F ′d that are most
similar to Fs \Fs1, which is what Fr1 is intended to replace.
Ideally, we would like to have Fs be effectively indistinguish-
able from Fs1 ∪ Fr1.
7An alternative to using Lsuff = 0 to indicate support in-
sufficiency is to use special symbols such as NA and NS in-
dividually as the answer and support labels Lans and Lsupp,
respectively. By using a separate label, we allow the model
to separate identifying potential answers/supports from suffi-
ciency identification, as well as give us the ability to combine
the sufficiency test with any new test.
4 Characterizing Non-Multifact
Reasoning
To one extent or another, non-multifact reason-
ing models can get around any multifact reasoning
test, including contrastive support sufficiency, as
long as datasets contain artifacts and biases. We
first develop a general characterization of when
a model should be deemed as performing non-
multifact reasoning from the perspective of a given
test. We then instantiate this characterization for
the three tests discussed in Section 3. The result-
ing characterizations form the basis of our pro-
posed non-multifact reasoning probes (Section 5)
and experiments (Section 6).
Our characterization focuses on the multi-fact
aspect of reasoning, that is, on detecting cases
where a model does not synthesize informa-
tion from all supporting facts. As noted earlier
(cf. Footnote 4), this leaves open the possibility
of combining information, but not in a semanti-
cally meaningful or interesting way (e.g., via sim-
ple word overlap). Characterizing such other un-
desirable aspects of multifact reasoning, while im-
portant, is left for future work.
As before, let q = (Q,C;A) be an instance in
the datasetD, with supporting facts Fs ⊆ C. Let f
denote a multifact reasoning test and f(q) the out-
put a model should produce when tested on input
q. For example, when f is Support Identification,
f(q) equals Fs.
We say a model M performs non-multifact
(NMF) reasoning on q from the perspective of a
test f , if the following condition holds:
NMF condition: There exists a proper bi-
partition8 {Fs1, Fs2} of Fs such that M
correctly predicts the output f(q) on input q
without a non-trivial synthesis of information
across Fs1 and Fs2.
In practice, we use an equivalent condition:
NMF condition, reformulated: There exists a
proper bi-partition (Fs1, Fs2) of Fs such that
the two outputs ofM with input q modified to
have C \Fs2 and C \Fs1 as contexts, respec-
tively, can be trivially combined to produce
the output f(q).
Figure 3 shows such bi-partitions and two ex-
amples of disconnected reasoning for a 3-hop rea-
8{X,Y } is a proper bi-partition of a set Z if X ∪ Y =
Z,X ∩ Y = φ,X ≠ φ, and Y ≠ φ.
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Examples of Disconnected Reasoning
Which year did the 
cold war start?
Which country got
independence?
What is the 
capital city of #2?
Which year did the 
cold war start?
Which country got
independence in #1?
What is the 
capital city?
Identify: Identify: Identify:
Eg. artifact: Context mentions only one country that got independence.
Eg. artifact: Context mentions only one capital city
Identify: Identify: Identify:
Which year did the 
cold war start?
Which country got
independence in #1?
What is the 
capital city of #2?
Identify: Identify: Identify:
Example Question with Connected Reasoning
#1 #2 #3
Input Output
Input Output
        What's the capital city of the
country that got independence   
in the year the cold war started? 
, , ,
#2 #3
#1 #2
, ,
, #3,,
Partition that detects cheating
Figure 3: Generalization of disconnected reasoning to a 3-fact reasoning question. As shown in the bottom half,
a model could perform multifact reasoning on two disjoint partitions to answer this question. We consider such
a model to be performing non-multifact reasoning as it does not use the entire chain of reasoning and relies on
artifacts (specifically, it uses 1-fact and 2-fact reasoning, but not 3-fact reasoning). For each of the two examples,
there exists a fact bi-partition (shown on the right) that we can use to detect such reasoning as the model would
continue to produce all the expected labels even under this partition.
soning question. It highlights the need for consid-
ering every bi-partition in the NMF condition. For
instance, if we only consider partitions that sepa-
rate the purple ( ) and yellow ( ) facts, then the
model performing the lower example of discon-
nected reasoning would not be able to output the
correct labels in any partition and would thus ap-
pear to not satisfy the NMF condition. We would
therefore not be able to detect that it is doing non-
multifact reasoning.
The above NMF condition leaves open what
constitutes a trivial combination, because it is un-
clear how to define it concretely in a test agnostic
fashion. Instead, we next instantiate what consti-
tutes a trivial combination for each of the three
tests discussed earlier.
4.1 Non-Multifact Answer Prediction
For this test, we assume that the model, M , as-
signs a numerical score s(a) to its produced an-
swer a. Suppose M outputs answer a1 with score
s(a1) when the input context is C \ Fs2, and out-
puts a2 with score s(a2) when the input context
is C \ Fs1. A trivial combination here is the max
operator over the scores. Specifically, we say the
NMF condition is met for the Answer Prediction
test if arg maxa∈{a1,a2} s(a) is the correct answer
A.
4.2 Non-Multifact Support Identification
The trivial combination here corresponds to the set
union operator over the supporting facts identified
by the model. Specifically, we say the NMF con-
dition is met for the Support Identification test if
the model outputs Fs1 when the input context is
C \ Fs2, and outputs Fs2 when the input context
is C \ Fs1, so that the union of the produced sup-
porting facts is precisely Fs.
4.3 Non-Multifact Support Sufficiency
Suppose that given any context C ′ ⊆ C of facts,
M can correctly determine whether C ′ contains
Fs1, irrespective of whether or not Fs2 ⊆ C ′;
and vice versa for Fs2. This implies it can cor-
rectly determine whether the context contains Fs1
and Fs2 in an independent fashion, without con-
sidering any interaction between these two sub-
sets. This is undesirable, asM can then use and as
the trivial combination operator over the two deci-
sions to correctly determine whether Fs ⊆ C ′.
In particular, we say that the NMF condition is
met for the Contrastive Support Sufficiency test if
the above behavior holds for at least the follow-
ing three choices of C ′: C \ Fs1, C \ Fs2, and
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Original Dataset D
⇒ Question q = (Q,C;A) in D is assumed to be annotated with supporting facts {f1, f2}.
Probing Dataset Pans+supp(D) for Answer Prediction and Support Identification tests:
⇒ Probing question collection Pans+supp(q) has only one group, corresponding to the unique bi-partition{{f1}, {f2}}, containing:
1. (Q, {f1} ∪ F ′d; Lans=A,Lsupp={f1})
2. (Q, {f2} ∪ F ′d; Lans=A,Lsupp={f2})
Transformed Dataset T(D) for evaluating Constrastive Support Sufficiency:
⇒ Transformed question group T(q) in T(D) is defined using a single replacement fact fr ∈ C \ {f1, f2},
and other non-supporting facts F ′d = C \ {f1, f2, fr}:
1. (Q, {f1, f2} ∪ F ′d; Lans=A,Lsupp={f1, f2}, Lsuff=1)
2. (Q, {f1, fr} ∪ F ′d; Lsuff=0)
3. (Q, {fr, f2} ∪ F ′d; Lsuff=0)
Probing Dataset Pans+supp+suff(T(D)) for all three tests:
⇒ Probing question collection Pans+supp+suff(T(q)) for the transformed question T(q) has only one group,
corresponding to the unique bi-partition {{f1}, {f2}}, and is defined as:
1. (Q, {f1} ∪ F ′d; Lans=A,Lsupp={f1}, L∗suff=0)
2. (Q, {f2} ∪ F ′d; Lans=A,Lsupp={f2}, L∗suff=0)
3. (Q, {fr} ∪ F ′d; L∗suff= − 1)
Figure 4: Proposed dataset transformation and probes for the case of ∣Fs∣ = 2 supporting facts.
C \(Fs1∪Fs2). Intuitively, ifM can correctly de-
termine whether or notC ′ contains each of the two
subsets of supporting facts for these three choices
of C ′, then it should have sufficient information to
do so correctly for any C ′ ⊆ C.
5 Measuring Non-Multifact Reasoning
For each of the multifact reasoning tests in Sec-
tion 3, we now use the characterization of non-
multifact reasoning in Section 4 to devise a probe
that measures how much can a model score on that
test using non-multifact reasoning. We refer to
this number, relative to what the model scores nor-
mally on that test, as the NMF reasoning %, which
provides a measure of the cheatability of the test
for this model. Tests that are less cheatable are,
of course, preferable. Importantly, the probe com-
prises an automatically generated probing dataset,
on which a given model is trained and evaluated.
Our experiments using these probes (cf. Section 6)
will confirm the intuition that adding the Con-
trastive Support Sufficiency test to any existing
test makes it notably harder to cheat (i.e., results
in a smaller NMF reasoning %).
As before, q = (Q,C;A) denotes an instance in
a dataset D, annotated with supporting facts Fs ⊆
C. Let Ps be the set of all 2∣Fs∣−1 − 1 proper bi-
partitions {Fs1, Fs2} of Fs. Following the notation
in Section 3.2, Fd = C \ Fs denotes other (non-
supporting) facts, F ′d ⊂ Fd is a fixed (uniformly
sampled) subset of size ∣Fd∣ − ∣Fs∣ + 1, Fr1 ⊆
Fd \ F ′d is a fixed (uniformly sampled) subset of
replacement facts such that ∣Fs1∣ + ∣Fr∣ = ∣Fs∣,
and Fr2 is defined analogously.
To construct the probing dataset Pf(D) for a
multifact reasoning test f , we convert each q ∈ D
into a collection Pf(q) of 2∣Fs∣−1 − 1 groups of
instances, with each group corresponding to one
proper bi-partition of Fs.
9 For a performance
metric m(q) of interest in D, the probe uses a
corresponding probe metric mf(q) that operates
as a disjunction or max over a grouped metric
mf(q;Fs1) defined for each of the proper bi-
partitions {Fs1, _}10 of Fs:
mf(q) = max{Fs1,_}∈Psmf(q;Fs1) (3)
9The discussion here refers to D only for simplicity. We
will also be constructing probing datasets similarly for the
transformed dataset T(D).
10The second part of the bi-partition, by definition, is Fs \
Fs1 and is omitted for brevity both here and in the notation
of the grouped metric mf (q;Fs1).
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The grouped metric, as we will explain shortly,
is closely tied to the trivial combination operator
discussed in Section 4 that non-multifact reason-
ing models can use to cheat on f . We next de-
scribe how Pf(q) is constructed for the three tests
f under consideration, and what the correspond-
ing probe metric is.
5.1 Probing Answer Prediction Test
To measure how cheatable this test is (via non-
multifact reasoning), we convert q into 2∣Fs∣−1− 1
groups, corresponding to all proper bi-partitions in
Ps. For each bi-partition {Fs1, Fs2}, the collection
Pans(q) contains a group of two instances:
1. (Q,Fs1 ∪ Fr1 ∪ F ′d;Lans=A)
2. (Q,Fs2 ∪ Fr2 ∪ F ′d;Lans=A)
Models are expected to operate independently
over instances within a group. Similar to our
characterization of non-multifact reasoning from
the perspective of this test (Section 4.1), we as-
sume models assign a score s(a) to the answer
a that they output. The grouped metric here,
mans(q;Fs1), corresponds to the max operator: a
model receives 1 point on the above group if the
highest scoring answer it outputs (across the two
instances in the group) is A.11
The overall probe metric mans(q) captures a
disjunction of this undesirable behavior across all
possible proper bi-partitions of Fs, and is defined
using Eqn. (3) with f set to ans. In other words,
a model gets a point on Pans(q) under this probe if
it operates correctly (in above sense) on the group
in Pans(q) corresponding to at least one proper bi-
partition of Fs, indicating that it has the capacity
of cheating on the Answer Prediction test for q.
5.2 Probing Support Identification Test
The probing dataset for this test works similar to
that for the Answer Prediction test above, where
instance q is converted into a collection Psupp(q)
of 2∣Fs∣−1 − 1 groups, each of the form:
1. (Q,Fs1 ∪ Fr1 ∪ F ′d;Lsupp=Fs1)
2. (Q,Fs2 ∪ Fr2 ∪ F ′d;Lsupp=Fs2)
The difference is that the output label is now
a subset of the supporting facts. Models are
again expected to operate independently over
these two instances. The grouped metric here,
11The two instances correspond to Fs1 and Fs2 = Fs\Fs1.
msupp(q;Fs1), corresponds to set union operator
from Section 4.2: a model receives 1 point on the
above group if the union of the facts it outputs is
Fs, which here is equivalent to outputting the cor-
rect label for both instances in the group.
As before, the overall probe metric, msupp(q),
follows from Eqn. (3), capturing a disjunction of
undesirable behavior across all bi-partitions.
5.3 Probing Support Sufficiency Test
Recall that the Contrastive Support Sufficiency
test is defined using the transformed datasetT(D).
Consider the three instances in T(D) correspond-
ing to the full support set Fs and to partial support
sets Fs1 and Fs2 that form a proper bi-partition of
Fs. These instances take the form:
1. (Q,Fs ∪ F ′d; Lans=A,Lsupp=Fs, Lsuff=1)
2. (Q,Fs1 ∪ Fr1 ∪ F ′d; Lsuff=0)
3. (Q,Fs2 ∪ Fr2 ∪ F ′d; Lsuff=0)
By construction, they have the property that∣Fr1∣ = ∣Fs2∣ and ∣Fr2∣ = ∣Fs1∣. In this sense,
Fr1 can be viewed as a replacement for Fs2; and
similarly for Fr2. As discussed in Section 4.3, a
model can cheat on this test if it can correctly de-
termine the presence of Fs1 in the provided con-
text without regarding to Fs2 (and similarly for
the presence of Fs2). To probe such behavior, for
the bi-partition (Fs1, Fs2), we create the following
group of instances:
1. (Q,Fs1 ∪ F ′d; Lans=A,Lsupp=Fs1, L∗suff=0)
2. (Q,Fr1 ∪ F ′d; L∗suff= − 1)
3. (Q,Fs2 ∪ F ′d; Lans=A,Lsupp=Fs2, L∗suff=0)
4. (Q,Fr2 ∪ F ′d; L∗suff= − 1)
We use the notation L∗suff here to highlight that
this label is semantically different from Lsuff in
the transformed dataset, in the sense that when
L
∗
suff = 0, the model during this probe is expected
to produce the partial support and the answer, if
it is present in the context. When not even partial
support is present in the context, the output label is
L
∗
suff = −1 and we don’t care what the model out-
puts as the answer or supporting facts. Note that
the label semantics being different is not an issue,
as the probing method involves training the model
under consideration on the probe dataset.
Since the probing dataset here includes la-
bels for all three tests, we refer to it as
Pans+supp+suff(T(D)). By removing output la-
bels for any tests not of interest (and re-
moving resulting instances if they no longer
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have any output label), one can easily derive
Psuff(T(D)), Pans+suff(T(D)), etc., as alternative
probing datasets.
The joint grouped metric here, denoted
mans+supp+suff(q;Fs1), is the following: the model
receives 1 point on the above group if it correctly
predicts the L∗suff label for all 4 instances, predicts
the correct Lsupp label for instances (2) and (4),
and predicts a score s(a) for the answers it outputs
for instances (2) and (4) such that the answer max-
imizing this score is the correct answer A. Joint
grouped metrics such as mans+suff(q;Fs1) corre-
sponding to the alternative probing datasets men-
tioned above are defined analogously.
As before, the overall probe metric, msuff(q),
follows from Eqn. (3), capturing a disjunction of
undesirable behavior across all bi-partitions.
6 Experiments
To evaluate the amount of non-multifact reasoning
and the impact of our Contrastive Support Suffi-
ciency approach, we conduct experiments using an
XLNet model (Yang et al., 2019) on the multi-hop
reading comprehension dataset HotpotQA (Yang
et al., 2018). This transformer-based model (un-
like several strong token-length limited BERT and
RoBERTa QA models) takes the entire context of a
question as input and is thus, in principle, capable
of performing multifact reasoning.
We show that while this model achieves a
high score on the Answer Prediction and Support
Identification tests, most of this could have been
achieved via non-multifact reasoning. In contrast,
our proposed Contrastive Support Sufficiency test
on our transformation of HotpotQA notably re-
duces the fraction of questions that can be an-
swered by non-multifact reasoning.
6.1 Experimental Setup
Dataset, D: HotpotQA is a popular multi-hop
question answering dataset with 100K questions.
It has led to development of many QA mod-
els (Nishida et al., 2019; Xiao et al., 2019; Tu
et al., 2020; Fang et al., 2019). We focus on the
distractor setting where each question has a set
of 10 associated paragraphs, of which two para-
graphs were used to create the multifact question.
Apart from the answer span, each question is also
annotated with these two supporting paragraphs
as well as the supporting sentences within them.
These two paragraphs, by construction, are neces-
Model Ans (EM | F1) Supps (EM | F1)
QFE 53.7 | 68.7 58.8 | 84.7
DFGN 55.7 | 69.3 53.1 | 82.2
RoBERTa 59.9 | 73.5 54.9 | 83.4
LongFormer 60.3 | 74.2 57.0 | 84.3
XLNet-Base 57.7 | 71.9 50.4 | 83.9
Table 1: Performance of XLNet-Base compared to
other transformer models (of similar size) on Hot-
potQA. Our model is able to achieve scores better than
BERT-Base models: QFE (Nishida et al., 2019) and
DFGN (Xiao et al., 2019). It achieves comparable per-
formance to recent models using RoBERTa and Long-
Former (Beltagy et al., 2020)
sary and sufficient to answer the question, and can
thus be used to create our transformation and tests.
Transformed Dataset, T(D): To apply our
Contrastive Support Sufficiency test, we must first
transform the QA dataset using annotated support-
ing facts. We use the supporting paragraph annota-
tion in HotpotQA to define Fs, and then create the
transformed dataset as described in Sec. 3.2 and
illustrated in Figure 4.
We prefer to use the paragraph annotations
(rather than the sentence-level annotations) for the
transformation for the following reason: Since
crowd-workers were asked to generate a multi-
hop question from a pair of two paragraphs, the
two annotated paragraphs are guaranteed to have
sufficient information to answer the question. As
others have also noted, the sentence-level sup-
port annotation in the dataset is noisy, because of
which the above property often does not hold at
the sentence level. Moreover, naively dropping
and adding sentences (instead of paragraphs) dur-
ing our transformation can introduce other arti-
facts (e.g., missing sentences in a paragraph) that
one would have to guard against.
Models: We use pretrained language model
transformers (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019;
Yang et al., 2019), which have proven to be highly
effective on a wide range of NLP tasks. However,
the context of 10 paragraphs in HotpotQA is too
long12 for models such as BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), which are
limited to inputs of a maximum length of 512 to-
kens. Instead, we use the XLNet model (Yang
et al., 2019), which uses relative position embed-
dings and can theoretically be applied to a context
12Average context length is 1,316 word-pieces.
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Model Score NMF%
Metric(m) m m + Suffp ∆ m m+Suffp ∆
Ans 57.7 46.7 11.0 81.6 70.7 10.9
Suppp 93.6 79.5 14.1 90.2 81.8 8.4
Ans + Suppp 55.1 46.5 8.6 77.0 70.5 6.5
Supps 50.4 47.0 3.4 84.9 79.4 5.5
Ans + Supps 31.3 28.8 2.5 72.5 67.4 5.1
Table 2: Left: Score of the XLNet-Base model using different metrics with and without the sufficiency transform.
Right: The correspoding % of non-multifact (NMF) reasoning as determined by our probe. Adding the sufficiency
test always reduces the model score as well as NMF reasoning % in the model.
of any length.
We train two types of QA models from the XL-
Net transformer:
1. XLNet-Base (Full): This is the XLNet-Base
model trained to predict the answer, the sup-
porting sentences or paragraphs, and the suf-
ficiency label, given all 10 context paragraphs
as input text. As we show in Table 1, our
model performs comparable to other existing
models with similar model complexity.
2. XLNet-Base (Single-Fact): This is an
XLNet-Base model that makes the answer
and supporting sentence/paragraph predic-
tion on each paragraph independently (model
details in appendix).
Appendix A provides further details of the models,
including their input/output representation and the
training regime.
Metrics: Models on the HotpotQA dataset are
evaluated against two key metrics: answer span
prediction and support sentence selection. For
each of these, Exact Match (EM) and F1 scores are
used. Additionally, a Joint score (again via both
EM and F1) is computed by averaging across the
dataset the product of these scores for each exam-
ple.
In this work, we use the Joint EM score as the
metric, because of its ease of interpretation and
use: A model gets one point if it gets all the la-
bels exactly correct. We apply this Joint EM met-
ric on combinations of four metrics: Answer Span
(Ans), Supporting Sentence (Supps), Supporting
Paragraph (Suppp) and Contrastive Support Suf-
ficiency (Suffp) label. Each model was trained on
all the supervision labels associated with an exam-
ple even if the models were finally evaluated only
on a subset of these metrics.
6.2 Better Metric for Multi-fact Reasoning
We first evaluate the impact of our proposed trans-
formation to current answer and support identifi-
cation metrics. As shown in the top half of Ta-
ble 2, adding the sufficiency test (Suffp) to any of
the proposed metrics, results in a reduction of the
model score (indicated by ∆). Specifically we ob-
serve a drop of 8.6 pts to 14.1 pts on the Ans +
Suppp and Suffp metrics respectively. Since our
transformation should not be any harder for true
multi-hop model, this drop in score indicates that
previous scores were over-estimating the amount
of multi-hop reasoning in current state-of-the-art
model. By combining the sufficiency test to these
existing metrics, we hence get a better estimate of
the true progress on multi-fact reasoning.
Additionally, we can use our NMF probe to esti-
mate the percentage of non-multifact reasoning in
these models (computed as the ratio of the model
score on the NMF-probe, P(D) to the score on the
dataset, D). Again, we see that a large percent-
age of the score with prior metrics can be achieved
via non-multifact reasoning (as determined by our
probe). Specifically, we can see that 81.6% of
the answer prediction score can be achieved us-
ing non-multifact reasoning and this number only
goes down to 77% if we add the support paragraph
prediction score (Ans + Suppp). However, by in-
troducing the Suffp test to these metrics, the % of
NMF reasoning goes down to 70.5%.
These differences are slightly lower when we
consider the sentence-level support prediction EM
metric (Supps), due to it being a really hard metric
to get exactly right. But we still observe the same
trends as with the paragraph-level metrics.
6.3 Harder Test for NMF models
We perform the same tests on the XLNet (Single-
Fact) model to verify the ability of our tests to truly
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measure multi-hop reasoning and being harder to
answer via disconnected reasoning. We compare
the scores of the full XLNet model to this single-
fact model in Table 3.
Metric(m) m m + Suffp
Full SiFa Full SiFa
Ans 57.7 53.3 46.7 27.2
Suppp 93.6 84.9 79.5 51.4
Ans + Suppp 55.1 48.0 46.5 27.2
Supps 50.4 36.8 47.0 22.6
Ans + Supps 31.3 22.0 28.8 12.2
Table 3: Scores of XLNet-Base model (Full) and XL-
Net Single-Fact model (SiFa), with and without the
contrastive support sufficiency transform. Single-fact
models are not much worse than Full under previously
proposed metrics (m), but show a much larger drop un-
der our proposed transform (m+Suffp).
The scores of the single-fact model don’t drop
by much on the previous metrics (at maximum
by 8.7 pts on Suppp) showing that a model com-
pletely incapable of performing multi-fact reason-
ing could achieve high scores on the answer + sup-
port metrics. On the other hand, the single-fact
model performs much worse when the sufficiency
test is added to our metrics. Specifically we see a
drop of 19.3 pts on the standard answer + support
identification metric (Ans + Suppp) as compared
to the full model, showing that our test is much
harder for a non-multifact model.
Metric(m) m m + Suffp ∆
Ans 53.3 27.2 26.1
Suppp 84.9 51.4 33.5
Ans + Suppp 48.0 27.2 20.8
Supps 36.8 22.6 14.2
Ans + Supps 22.0 12.2 9.8
Table 4: Model scores of the XLNet-Base (Single-fact)
model on original vs. transformed datasets. The single-
fact model does reasonably well on the original dataset,
but its performance on our transformed dataset clearly
highlights its poor multi-fact nature.
In Table 4, we can also see that the drop in the
single-fact model scores by adding the Suffp test is
twice that of the drop observed in the full XLNet
model (Table 2), showing that our transformation
would have a much larger impact on “cheating”
models. Our NMF probe also showed that 99%+
of the m+Suffp scores in the single-fact XLNet
were achieved by non-multifact reasoning, show-
ing that our probe is also a reliable measure of this
disconnected reasoning.
7 Closing Remarks
It is difficult to create large-scale multihop QA
datasets without unintended artifacts that let mod-
els take reasoning shortcuts. It is also difficult to
design models that do not exploit such shortcuts.
We need effective ways to characterize how far
models can go with non-multifact reasoning, and
to design model-agnostic mechanisms that dis-
courage models from resorting to non-multifact
reasoning.
To this end, we introduced a new test, named
Contrastive Support Sufficiency, that asks mod-
els to decide whether the input context has all
facts necessary to answer a question, importantly
in a contrastive setting involving groups of suf-
ficient and insufficient context cases. Using this
notion, we also developed a way to automati-
cally transform support annotated datasets into ex-
tended datasets that rely more strongly on multi-
fact reasoning, and devised probes that can quan-
tify how much a model can score on a specific QA
metric using non-multifact reasoning.
While our transformed dataset turned out to be a
notably harder task for existing models, we believe
it shouldn’t be any harder for humans to recognize
insufficient support (this remains to be verified by
collecting human annotations). Even though we
conducted most of our experiments using a QA
model built upon XLNet-Base, we believe similar
results will hold for larger transformers and other
state-of-the-art models as well.
Our empirical evaluation demonstrated that the
mechanisms we developed are more effective at
measuring as well as reducing non-multifact rea-
soning than prior efforts, and thus get us closer to
an improved estimate of the true progress in mul-
tifact reasoning.
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A XLNet QA Model Details
A.1 XLNet-Base (Full)
We concatenate all 10 paragraphs together into
one long context with special paragraph marker
token [PP] at the beginning of each paragraph
and special sentence marker token at the begin-
ning of each sentence in the paragraph. Lastly,
the question is concatenated at the end of this
long context. Apart of questions that have answer
as a span in the context, Hotpotqa also has
comparison questions for which the answer is
"yes" or "no" and it’s not contained in the context.
So we also prepend text "<yes> <no>" to
the context to deal with both types of questions
directly by answer span extraction. Concretely,
we have, [CLS] <yes> <no> [PP] [SS]
sent1,1 [SS] sent1,2 [PP] [SS]
sent2,1 [QQ] q.
We generate logits for each paragraph and sen-
tence by passing marker tokens through feedfor-
ward network. Supporting paragraphs and sen-
tences are supervised with binary cross entropy
loss. Answer span extraction is using standard
way (Devlin et al., 2019) where span start and span
end logits are generated with feedforward on each
token and it’s supervised with cross entropy loss.
We use first answer occurrence among of the an-
swer text among the supporting paragraphs as the
correct span. This setting is very similar to re-
cent work (Beltagy et al., 2020), and our results
in Table 1, show that this model achieves compa-
rable accuracy to other models with similar model
complexity. We haven’t done any hyperparame-
ter (learning rate, num epoch) tuning on the devel-
opment set because of the expensive runs, which
could explain the minor difference.
For predicting sufficiency classification, we use
feedforward on [CLS] token and train it with
cross entropy loss. In our transformed dataset, be-
cause HotpotQa has K=2, there are 2X instances
with insufficient supporting information than the
instances with insufficient supporting information.
So during training we balance the number of in-
sufficient instances by dropping half of them.
A.2 XLNet-Base (Single Fact)
To verify the validity of our tests, we also evaluate
a variant of XLNet incapable of Multifact reason-
ing. Specifically, we train our XLNet model that
makes predictions one paragraph at a time (simi-
lar to Min et al. (2019)). Although these previous
works showed that answer prediction is hackable,
we adapt it to predict supporting facts and suffi-
ciency as well.
Specifically, we process the following through
the XLNet transformer [CLS] <yes> <no>
[PP] [SS] sent1,1 [SS] sent1,2
[QQ] q for each paragraph. We then supervise
[PP] tokens for two tasks: identify if paragraph
is a supporting paragraph and identify if paragraph
has the answer span (for yes/no question both sup-
porting paragraphs are supervised to be having the
answer). We then select top ranked paragraph for
having the answer and generate the best answer
span. Similarly, select top two ranked paragraphs
for having being supporting and predict the cor-
responding supporting sentences. The logits for
answer span and supporting sentences are ignored
when the paragraph doesn’t have the answer
and is not supporting respectively. We train for
three losses jointly: (i) ranking answer containing
paragraph, (ii) ranking supporting paragraphs
(iii) predicting answer from answer containing
paragraph (iv) predicting supporting sentences
from supporting paragraphs. We use binary cross
entropy for ranking of paragraphs, so there’s abso-
lutely no interaction the paragraphs in this model.
To get the sufficiency label, we apply check if
the sufficiency classification label based on the
number of supporting paragraphs predicted13. For
original dataset, if ∣ predicted(Suppp)∣ > 1, then
C = 1 otherwise C = 0. For probing dataset, if∣ predicted(Suppp)∣ > 0, then C = 0 otherwise
C = −1.
B Implementation and Model Training
Our implementation is based on AllenNLP (Gard-
ner et al., 2017) and Huggingface Transformers
(Wolf et al., 2019). We train for two epochs,
checkpointing every 15K instances and use batch
size of 32. We have trained all transformer mod-
els with learning rate of 0.00005 and linear decay
without any warmup. The hyper-parameters were
chosen as the default parameters used by hugging-
face transformers to reproduce BERT results on
SQuAD dataset.
13This heuristic exploits the fixed number of hops=2 and
doesn’t need any training on the sufficiency label. It’s the
only way one can predict sufficiency label without any inter-
action across any of the facts.
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